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Draft Beer Menu
Choose from 22 draft beers 

Pints 16 oz 2.5-7.5 Pitchers 60 oz 8-20

Towers 120 oz 14-33

TAKE IT TO-GO IN A 64 OZ GROWLER

Empty Growler 6 Fill an Empty Growler 8-20

ASK YOUR SERVER FOR CURRENT SELECTION OF:

West Kill Brewery (NY) Woodstock Brewery (NY)

Sam Adams Seasonal Southern Tier Seasonal (NY)

IPA'S

Ommegang Nirvana IPA (NY) - Nirvana IPA is kettle-hopped with Bravo,
Simcoe, Centennial, Topaz, and Mosaic, dry-hopped with Centennial, Citra, Simcoe and
Amarillo. The flavor is hoppy, juicy and citrusy goodness – without harsh bitterness

6.5 ABV

Catskill Brewery Devils Path IPA (NY) - Named after The Catskills most
harrowing trail, our 7.5% IPA will steer you away from the well-worn path of mundane
thinking, and invite you on a thorny pleasure-filled journey of free will & enlightenment.

7.5 ABV

Long Trail Limbo Double IPA (VT) - A big, mouth-watering IPA, brimming with
all the flavors and aromas of the new breed of hops coming from Australia and the Pacific
Northwest. 

7.6 ABV

Sloop Juice Bomb IPA (NY) - Juice bomb features all the aspects and nuances
of full hop flavor, not just bitterness — providing an upfront but easy drinking beer

6.5 ABV

AMBER

Dos Equis Ambar  - Dos Equis Ambar is a classic Vienna-style lager with a full body
and a smooth finish. With its signature amber color and subtle hints of roasted malts, it’s
adventurous enough to be distinctly flavorful and pairs particularly well with Mexican
cuisine

4.7 ABV

CIDER

Awestruck (Dry Apple + Oak) (NY) - barely-sweet, light and refreshing. It's
inspired by the dry ciders from the orchards of the east of England, where the style of
cider is traditionally clear, light and almost wine-like. Just like those English ciders, our
Eastern Dry is made from a secret blend of dessert apples, but grown and freshly-pressed
here in the Empire State to provide a uniquely clean and sharp flavor

6.8 ABV



WHEAT OR WHITE

Allagash "White Beer" (Maine)  - Our interpretation of a Belgian-style wheat
beer is brewed with oats, malted wheat, and unmalted raw wheat for a hazy, “white”
appearance. Spiced with our own special blend of coriander and Curaçao orange peel,
White upholds the Belgian tradition of beers that are both complex and refreshing.

5.1 ABV

Blue Moon  - A Belgian White style with an unfiltered cloudy appearance, zesty
orange fruit and light spicy wheat aroma. The flavor starts crisp and tangy and ends with
a coriander and orange spiciness. The Valencia orange peel gives a subtle sweetness to
the beer.

5.4 ABV

STOUT

Guinness  - Guinness is an Irish dry stout that originated in the brewery of Arthur
Guinness at St. James's Gate brewery in the capital city of Dublin, Ireland

4.3 ABV

PILSNERS

Catskill Brewery Ball of Lightning   - A crisp luminous bolt Lager. A surge of
whole-cone Saaz

5.5 ABV

Pacifico - In 1900, three German brewers established Cervecería del Pacifico in the
small Mexican port town of Mazatlán. Word of the exceptionally drinkable pilsner-style
lager traveled fast. Soon, thirst for Pacifico spread from Sinaloa and up the rugged Baja
coastline.

4.4 ABV

LAGERS

Catskill "Night Shine" Black Lager (NY) - A full-flavored dark stranger for
cold Catskill nights. Dehusked black malt ensures no bitter feelings.

5.5 ABV

Coors Light  - Every brew of Coors Light is made with traditional two-row lager malt
which is made from our unique high country barley and four hop varieties

4.2 ABV

Stella Artois  - A touch of sweetness, a body dominated by grainy malt and mild
corn flavors, and a light but noticeable residual bitterness that sets it apart from North
American pale lagers

5.0 ABV

Spaten  - Classic German Premium Lager. A bottom fermented Munchner Lager with
a supremely well balanced hop flavor.

5.2 ABV

Kegeen Ales Hudson Lager - It taste like a sessionable pilsner hopped with
Cascade and Centennial 

4.0 ABV

ALES

Genesee Cream Ale  (NY)  - Offers a nice nose and a mouth of clean, bready
malt. Our tasters were willing to guess that this was an all-malt brew that finishes light
and clean, with just a hint of fruitiness nodding to the use of ale yeast in this lager-styled
beer

5.2 ABV




